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A B S T R A C T 

Web sites are dynamic, static, and most of the time a mixture of both. websites need to be protected in their databases in order to make sure they are kept 

safe. An SQL injection attack is a code injection attack that attacks connected applications which provide database services. These applications take user 

inputs and use them to make an SQL query at run time. An SQL injection attack, allows an attacker to perform unauthorized operations on the database by 

inserting a malicious SQL query as input. By performing an SQL injection attack, an attacker or a hacker can get unauthorized access to the database content 

and can retrieve and modify sensitive and confidential data from the database. It is going to put the confidentiality and security of websites at risk that 

completely relies on databases. This report presents a “code reengineering” that completely protects the applications that are written in PHP from SQL 

injection attacks. It uses a creative approach that combines static additionally as dynamic analysis. In this paper, an automatic technique for moving out SQL 

injection vulnerabilities from Java code by converting plain text inputs received from users into prepared statements is discussed. 
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1. Introduction 

In recent years, the internet has become widespread and that led to the quick evolution in information technologies. Websites today, try to keep their 

user’s information safe and confidential, and after years of successfully doing business online, these websites have now emerged as experts in information 

security. A common break-in technique is to do to access confidential information from a database by first generating a question that may cause the 

database parser to break down, after that by applying this question to the required database. Such an approach to gaining access to non-public information 

is named SQL injection. The goal of this project is to create an automatic fix generation method to forestall SQL injection vulnerability from plain text 

SQL statements. In an automated method approach, the information about vulnerabilities that are known, specifically the SQL statement will be collected 

by a server which then generates a patch and applies the patch. The process can be completed by someone with no security expertise and secure legacy 

code, which can allow developers to repair the SQL injection vulnerability. 

1.1. Outlook for SQL CHECK: 

Web-based applications possess SQL injection vulnerabilities since they do not clean the inputs they use to build structured output. In this approach 

the user's track via the program, the substrings collect input from the user and clean those substrings grammatically. The main target of this program is to 

stop up the queries in which the substrings of the input swap the syntactic form of the query that is left. to observe the user's input, they apply meta-data 

shown as '_' and '_,' to spot the ending and beginning of the input string of each user. To construct a parser for increased grammar and strive to parse each 

query, a parse generator is used. If the generator parses well and the syntactic constraints are met by the query, it is considered legal. Else, it does not meet 

the syntactic constraint and it is examined as an SQL injection attack. 
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Figure 1: Architecture of SQL checker 

 

 

2. SQL Statement framework 

SQL injection vulnerability is the mixture of dynamic SQL statement collection and a vulnerability in input documentation. This input document drives 

the input to change the SQL query structure. Combinations like these are commonly seen in java. 

 

2.1 SQL Statements 

 

There are two types of SQL statements that are used to prevent SQL injection attacks. 

 

 

2.2Prepared Statements 

 

Some statements are pre-compiled with the SQL query. Such statements are called prepared statements. The SQL query is written by the programmer 

which is nothing but the statement that contains plain text representation. Prepared statements in SQL query permit you to put inputs into following 

queries by tying up the vulnerabilities. The key aim of the prepared statement is to enlarge security and efficiency. Prepared statements are constructed to 

implement identical statements repeatedly when compiling the statement. This feature is not present in plain text statements. The performance of the 

prepared function is identical to the plain text SQL statements. The only difference between them is that the prepared statements possess a more structured 

way than the plain text SQL statements. The structure of the pre-compiled query if influenced can stop using structure handling of the prepared statement, 

thus preventing SQL injection vulnerability. 

 

 

2.3 Run time automated statement 

 

The advantage of an automated statement is that it actively finds out if there are any vulnerabilities present in the state query at run time. This technique 

not only completely depends on the prepared statement, but it also authenticates the SQL code by placing limitations on the run time environment to stay 

away from the malicious SQL statements. The suggested solution in this method is to steer clear of an SQL injection attack, by examining the parse tree of 

the SQL statement, constructing the custom validation code, and packaging the vulnerable statement in the validation code. In run time automated 

statement parse trees are used in a dynamic way to create the comparison at the run time to check if two queries are practically the same. 

 

3. SQL injection detection technique 

An attacker need not mandatorily visit the web pages using a browser to whether SQL injection is possible on the site. Attackers create a web crawler 

to gather every URL present on each and every web page of the site. Web crawlers can be used to place illegal characters into the query string of a URL 

and check if there are any possible errors sent by the server. In case the server reports any error message as a result, it strongly indicates that the illegal 

character will move as a part of the query, and thus the site is exposed to SQL injection attack. 
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4. SQL injection prevention method 

There are two methods used in the prevention of SQL injection attacks  

                                1. Static analysis 

                                2. Run time analysis 

In these techniques, stored procedures are used and it has a control flow graph that gives notification about what user inputs to the SQL statement that is 

built. Control flow graphs are beneficial to reduce the number of SQL statements to check the user input. In run time analysis we get details about stored 

statements from finite-state automation to limit the verification procedure and to specify the user's input is true or false. 

4.1. Static analysis of stored procedure 

In static analysis, the parser known as stored procedure parser is provided. It is used to pull out the "control flow graph" from the saved procedures. In 

the beginning, all the execution statement in the control flow graph is marked and then the backtracking procedure is used to check all statements that took 

part in the construction of the SQL statement in the control flow graph. In the SQL graph, Statements that rely on the user's input are protected and flags 

are put on it to keep track of their actions at run time. The statements made by the user's input that attempts to change the original design of the parser will 

be specified by the flag as a threatening statement and give the corresponding information. There are varieties of procedure statements available, and only 

those statements that receive users' input are vulnerable to an SQL injection attack. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2- Control graph 

 

4.2Benefits of static analysis 

1. Representation of SQL graph is useful in minimizing the run time scanning costs of the program by putting a stop to the number of queries that aren't 

needed to implement within the stored procedure. 

2. The query that doesn't draw input from the user isn't taken into count by the SQL control graph. 

3. The queries that cover input from users to get the data of the database are added up towards SQL control graph representation. 

4.3. Dynamic analysis 

 

In dynamic analysis, the user input is classified by the SQL injection attack checker. In this technique, the "current session" identifier is used to recognize 

the input drawn from the user. To examine the legality of SQL statements collected from users, the SQL statement together with user inputs is estimated 

with related SQL statements of limited state automation. If the SQL queries created at a run time uses the user input and does not meet the semantics of 

the planned SQL queries, these SQL queries are placed as SQL injection attack. Thus, we may simply prevent composing malicious queries and only 

allow the legitimate queries to obtain databases. 
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Fig. 3-SQL injection attack recognition 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

Almost all web applications make use of an intermediary layer to receive a request from the user and recover confidential information from the 

database. Most of the time they use a scripting language to construct an intermediate layer. Attackers frequently use SQL injection techniques to break the 

security of databases. In general hackers attempts to trick the middle layer technology by reshaping the SQL queries. Numerous technologies are used to 

steer clear of SQL injection attacks at the application level. This paper encloses dominant and powerful technologies for the prevention of SQL injection 

attacks. This paper, concludes that automated technique used for the prevention and detection of SQL injection attack in a stored procedure is generally 

used. For databases systems of small size, the graph control method is also a wise choice. In the forthcoming work, we can use more powerful 

technologies to achieve more accuracy in the approach of SQL injection. 
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